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Health-Enhancing Applications of Mushrooms and Mushroom Products

Mushrooms are “Nature's Ingredient”, with significant untapped global value. They are an ingredient in cosmetics, food, enzymes, and recently mushrooms have even been used to manufacture leather shoes. Mushrooms are considered superfoods, featuring unique combinations of nutrients, flavors, and smells. Numerous commercial mushroom products are produced globally and available on the market today. The benefits of mushroom consumption are well known, but which mushrooms deliver what benefits still needs to be clarified. This special issue entitled, “Health-Enhancing Applications of Mushrooms and Mushroom Products” in Fungal Biotec journal is now open to receive submissions of full-length research articles and review papers for peer-review and potential publication.

This special issue aims to compile a collection of papers focusing on mushroom cultivation and domestication, diversity, taxonomy, phylogeny, chemistry and applications. We also encourage authors to send a short abstract or tentative title to us (fungalbiotec@gmail.com) in advance. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you need any further information.
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